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Abstract

This commentary aims to shed light on the neglected space of queer people in science communication. In this piece, we introduce queer theory to science communication literature to examine issues from the past, present, and future. We argue that to queer our field may entail a radical interrogation of some of science communication’s deeply rooted cultural traits and working towards a rainbow-tinted future.
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Introduction

What does it mean to be an LGBTIQA+ person in science communication? Despite recent progress in some areas for queer rights around the world, lesbian, gay, bi+, trans, gender diverse, non-binary, intersex, queer, asexual, agender and aromatic (LGBTIQA+) people and their families still experience harassment and exclusion at work and further afield [Gibney, 2019]. Studies from the U.S. reveal many STEM work environments in university, government, and private sectors, as well as in STEM-related degree programmes, are passively or actively unwelcoming to queer people in various ways [Cech and Pham, 2017; Miller et al., 2020; Yoder and Mattheis, 2016]. This unhappy state of affairs is compounded by the uneven quality of STEM research conducted on the lives of queer communities, which can be both questionable and harmful [Milton, 2020]. There is little reason to think science communication is exempt from these patterns. Much more can be done in this neglected space.

We are two queer people working in academic science communication; one of us worked in queer activism for many years prior to becoming an academic and the other delivers university workshops on how to be an ally to rainbow communities, as LGBTIQA+ communities are sometimes known. In this commentary, we draw
on this experience as well as our academic backgrounds to argue for the need to queer science communication.

What does it mean to queer something? Queering is an instructional, communicative, and performative act which challenges heteronormativity — or the assumption and/or belief that people, places, and objects are straight unless otherwise, explicitly identified as LGBTIQ+ [Fox, 2013]. The word queer has a pejorative history, though it has been reclaimed by some communities, and today has various, contested meanings. In a narrow sense, the word queer refers to different individual identities within LGBTIQ+ communities. In another broader sense, queer signifies non-normativity [Kumashiro, 2002] or that which is not heteronormative but is, instead, a part of a diverse array of sex, sexuality, and gender. Heteronormativity is a default construct within Western structures of understanding, institutions, and practical orientations that makes ‘straight-ness’ not only the norm, but privileged [Gust, 2003]. It is automatically foregrounded in those worlds.

Queer world-making is more than including LGBTIQ+ themes in curricula. Instead, it implies a commitment to highlighting worldviews to ‘run alongside, rather than replace, master narratives’ [Fox, 2013, p. 62]. In queering science communication in this commentary, we are focusing on queer communities and issues from the past, present, and future. Along the way, we present a challenge for science communication in relation to who is included — as actors and in our publics as well as in our histories — and who is not [Fraser, 1990; Puwar, 2004]. We also highlight questions of how people are included because to be included as an object of study, as has historically been the case for queer people, is not the same as being able to exert control over research agendas, theories, and paradigms. As Dawson [2019] and Orthia [2020] have each argued, our field needs to learn how to value differences instead of erasing them. We can start by shedding light on the neglected space of rainbow people in science communication.

A historical account of science co-opting queerness

People have experienced sexuality and gender in diverse ways across the world throughout history [Chiang et al., 2019; Roughgarden, 2004]. In the Western tradition, scientists claimed these matters as objects of study in the nineteenth century. They promptly collapsed these diverse experiences into the familiar notion that there are distinct kinds of people who possess queer identities, thus creating ‘the homosexual’, ‘the trans person’ and so on [Holler, 2009; Sullivan, 2003]. This superseded the prevailing perspective that all of us might explore diverse sexual acts, partners, and gender variants during our lives. With this grammatical shift from verbs (queer actions) to nouns (queer people), scientists pronounced their proprietorial right to debate, define, and diagnose queer being. Sexuality and gender beyond binary, cis and, hetero models became public property: phenomena to be discovered and explained like stars, minerals, and microorganisms.

Science communication played a role in this from the beginning as sexologists and others worked out their ideas in public fora, often with aspirations of social change.

1The original terminology was different. For example, an influential precursor of nineteenth century sexology, Heinrich Ulrichs, coined the terms ‘Urning’ and ‘Uringin’ for people with ‘the physical features of one sex and the soul or sexual instinct of the other’ [Sullivan, 2003, p. 5].
For example, Richard von Krafft-Ebing’s influential 1886 work *Psychopathia Sexualis* was written for doctors and lawyers to use in court cases, and also became a best-seller [Oosterhuis, 1997]. Magnus Hirschfeld conducted research and activism through the Berlin Sexology Institute (Institut für Sexualwissenschaft), founding the world’s first queers rights organisation there in 1897 [Sullivan, 2003]. In concert with these developments, less sympathetic scientists, doctors and psychologists tested cruel ‘cures’ for sexuality and gender ‘conditions’, applying their theories-of-the-month in the semi-public space of clinical medicine [Dickinson, 2015]. Unlike many scientific fields, this research was never obscured from public scrutiny behind institutional walls. It was always — and remains — a strikingly public endeavour which invites non-scientists to consider whether queerness is determined by genetics, brain structure, or psychology. In contrast, binary-cis-heterosexuality seems to not require scientific explanation and few invitations are issued. The language of public discourse about sexuality and gender has been heavily co-opted by science within this cis-hetero milieu, readily assisted by science communicators eager to communicate about these ‘sexy’ subjects in the news, popular books, and online.

Thus, in the past 150 years under Western science’s influence, queer people became objects of science. We must navigate scientific language and theories when discussing our identities, our selves, our modes of being. The problem is compounded by the traction this area of science gained in the public imagination, leaving limited room to assert alternative perspectives built from queer experience while scientific frames dominate public discourse. The very idea that gender or sexuality can be scientifically explained constrains our voices, even though queer people have sometimes found comfort or strategic value in this science while some queer scientists and science communicators have researched and promoted it. Popular books by biologists demonstrating the magnificent diversity of gender and sexuality expression in the non-human world have countered the essentialism and biological determinism of other branches of science [Bagemihl, 1999; Roughgarden, 2004], but they also reinforce scientific framing for the topic to an extent.

These dynamics continually unsettle queer relationships with science. Understanding them is crucial if science communication is to begin to grapple with the extent of homophobia, biphobia, transphobia, aphobia, and binary-cis-heteronormativity infusing its culture. This notion that our identities are legitimate fodder for scientific debate has perpetuated problematic science communication practices. For example, the 2000s saw public debate about the research of Charles Roselli and colleagues, who sought to understand male-male sexual attraction in sheep to allow farmers ‘better selection of rams for breeding’, and also noted their research could ‘provide clues to factors … involved with or influencing [same-sex attraction’s] occurrence in humans’ [Roselli et al., 2004, p. 243]. This raised alarm bells among queer activists aware of historical links between scientists ‘just trying to understand sexuality and gender’ and those seeking to ‘cure’ manifestations they considered undesirable, with some activists making links to Nazi experiments on gay men [Oakeshott and Gourlay, 2006]. Yet prominent science communicators dismissed these concerns as trivial, mocked the protestors, and attempted to reassure people of science’s good intentions [Goldacre, 2007]. In this, they failed to acknowledge science’s inhumane treatment of queer people, historically and today.
Present gaps in science communication

Scientific professionals still control much about queer experience: policing trans people’s access to medical technologies [Latham, 2017], surgically altering intersex people’s bodies without consent [Koch and Wisdom, 2017], advocating ‘conversion therapy’ for same-sex attracted people [Bartlett, Smith and King, 2009], seeking ‘robust evidence’ for the existence of bisexuals [Milton, 2020], and framing queer health in deficit terms rather than strength-based, resilience-oriented approaches [Colpitts and Gahagan, 2016]. Science communicators must be cognizant of this landscape moving forward, even as some disciplines begin to recognise the need for change and embrace more diversity of thought and practice.2

When we looked for examples of how science communication researchers engage with queer people, we found an absence of work to review in the literature. A search for the keyword ‘queer’ within the five major discipline journals (Journal of Science Communication, Public Understanding of Science, Science Communication, International Journal of Science Education Part B, and Frontiers in Communication) returned just eleven articles, all engaging with queer matters fleetingly or indeed not at all. We also reviewed how science communication research has referred to gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, and intersex communities over the past 27 years; this returned just 46 articles published between 1993 and 2020. Within this collection, we noted a small spike in research concerned with ‘gay gene’ controversies in the 1990s and early 2000s. Overall, while a handful of articles specifically engaged with or focused on queer communities and matters, references to queer people were usually made as indicative examples rather than anything deeper, for instance using views on homosexuality as indicators of political leanings.

Evidently, there is a gap in science communication research in terms of talking about the queer experience. That is to say, there is a lack of work which considers queer people as communicators, publics, and stakeholders for science. In addition, there is a gap when it comes to engaging with queer theory to examine the presence of heteronormativity within science communication itself. However, we are encouraged by parallel discussions, which include calls to apply feminist theory to science communication to encourage communicators to learn from marginalised publics and consider how communications practices do or do not account for diversity, equity, and power relations [Halpern, 2019; Riesch, Potter and Davies, 2017; Roberson, 2020b]. Elsewhere, there are attempts to better respond to communities and, indeed, involve them within research as it is conducted [Genus and Stirling, 2018; Pain, 2017]. Such attempts may answer calls for research to be done with, instead of on, queer people [Carpenter, 2019].

Promisingly, we are also seeing queer-related organisations and activities appear in the science communication practitioner space. A number of networks devoted to promoting and supporting queer people in STEM and adjacent fields such as the museum sector have started up in recent years (e.g. 500 Queer Scientists and Queering Museums). Queer individuals have also launched unique, queer-flavoured science communication products including YouTube channels and

2For example, consider the 2019 report ‘Exploring the workplace for LGBT+ physical scientists’ by the Institute of Physics, Royal Astronomical Society and Royal Society of Chemistry in the United Kingdom [Institute of Physics, Royal Astronomical Society and Royal Society of Chemistry, 2019]. This report sought to inform the physics community and outline key action points for making the workplace more inclusive and accessible for LGBT+ people.
Queering futures in science communication

The future is an important resource and space for research and innovation. Speculative imagined futures inform the work done by researchers, engineers, and developers as they envision new avenues for investigation, craft prototypes in the lab, and consider how their work might engage and affect the wider world [Fujimura, 2003; Roberson, 2020a]. In these ways of thinking, the future can be used in research grants, media coverage, and other fora as a commodity or a means for attracting investment and attention [Brown and Michael, 2003]. It can also be a site in which prospective troubles as well as benefits play out. For instance, researchers can use film to foreshadow dire future problems (e.g. the asteroid impact films *Deep Impact* and *Armageddon*) and to influence societal debate [Kirby, 2004; Kirby, 2013]. These kinds of films work as prototypes to depict particular futures and, in doing so, create expectations that help enact those futures.

In some instances, science fiction futures bode poorly for queer people. For example, in its depictions of scientist characters in the future, the sci-fi television program *Doctor Who* has repeatedly linked scientific incompetence with gender non-conformity, queerness, and female power, while the scientifically-credible scientists it imagines for us are binary-cis-hetero, or, if queer, then compliant with a masculinist culture [Orthia and Morgain, 2016]. This is a sociocultural prototype we must counter with less oppressive alternatives.

In the realm of science fiction-like imaginings and promises, queer theory helps us question the underlying structures and values which influence how we think about science and technology, such as the reasons we work for technological progress. It can ask who benefits, what power relations are involved, and what it means to have a voice and to be included in a future — or excluded from one [Lothian, 2010; Browne and Nash, 2010]. It seeks to disrupt and interrogate the embedded practices and assumptions surrounding expectations for the future. Queer theory would question, for example, the consequences of contact-tracing apps developed to assist with pandemic management, when the same technology can be used to police and punish queer people, as has been the case in South Korea during the COVID-19 pandemic [Gitzen, 2020].

Science communication can simultaneously present and promote new science and technology futures while also critiquing and evaluating those messages. One avenue for queering science communication is to understand how ways of analysing and representing have worldmaking effects [Puig de la Bellacasa, 2011] and how those effects may be used to create change. In other words, science communication research should be more critical of whose voices are heard and why and which publics are engaged. It should consider how normativity and heteronormativity contribute to power relations in science communication, and how those relations marginalise groups, such as people of colour, LGBTQIA+ communities, and people with disabilities [Eguchi and Asante, 2016; McDonald, 2015]. An integrated intersectional approach would also attend to the different experiences of, for example, queer people of colour and white queers in science communication.
communication. But to make that possible, we need to start engaging with questions of gender and sexuality in our field in addition to working towards equity among cis-binary genders [Rasekoala, 2019].

**Conclusion**

Here is something we each realised about science communication in the last few years. It can be something of a refuge for some queer people, especially those fleeing other STEM fields. Indeed, a science communication class was the first place where one of us comfortably outed ourselves in a professional context. And yet, explicitly queer voices and campaigns for inclusion and diversity are largely absent from our field. Is that because we sit within broader campaigns for queer visibility in STEM? Or is it because, as Elizabeth Rasekoala [2019, p. 3] has argued regarding the ‘ghettoization’ of women in science communication in which, despite increasing numbers of women in the field, men remain in positions of power:

‘[Science communication] has fallen into the classic traps that bedevil other fields. This is the diversity strategy of considering gender equality as sameness, with gender-neutrality as the norm, in which women are treated as if they were equal to men. Yet, in this framework the dominant male norm is not challenged…’

Learning from this, queering science communication must entail more than recognising that queer people are present in our sector. Since queering is about challenging underlying structures and values in a dominant culture, to queer our field may entail a radical interrogation of some of science communication’s deepest-rooted cultural traits and working towards a very different, rainbow-tinted future.
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